A stepwise strategy employing automated screening and DryLab modeling for the development of robust methods for challenging high performance liquid chromatography separations: a case study.
A stepwise method development strategy has been employed to develop a robust HPLC method to resolve several closely eluting structurally related impurities in an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API). This strategy consisted of automated column screening, optimization of the most critical chromatographic parameters, DryLab(®) modeling, and experimental verification of optimized separation conditions. DryLab(®) was used to predict an optimized gradient profile and separation temperature and these predictions were verified experimentally. A discussion of the accuracy of these predictions is presented. The robustness of the method was verified and the ability of DryLab(®) to predict, with reasonable accuracy, the outcome of such robustness studies was also examined. Once the robustness was established by the DryLab(®) predictions the remainder of the subsequent verification by experiment becomes a simple reiterative exercise. This study also demonstrates that factors such as column chemistry and critical chromatographic parameters can have a profound and oftentimes interrelated effect on the chromatographic separation of isomers, bromo analogs and other structurally very similar impurities. Therefore, it is critical to adopt a rational strategy, as demonstrated here, to evaluate the interplay of these factors, thereby greatly enhancing method development efficiency.